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ABOUT US
4

We were founded in 1966 by the National
Union of Teachers (now the National
Education Union) to help teachers and
other education professionals onto the
property ladder.
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What makes us different is that we can help
when others may not, and each one of our
members is treated as an individual, never
a number. Our specialist approach allows
us to lend to Newly Qualified Teachers up to
two months before they start their first post,
to teachers working on a supply or fixed
term basis, and to teachers in retirement.
We assess applications case by case using
our understanding of the working hours,
pay system and employment contracts of
teachers.

4 We are proud to provide a truly personal

Gabi

Mortgage Advisor

HELLO...
As experienced mortgage advisors, we understand that buying a house can be a
stressful and confusing time, and that new buyers are often faced with a number
of options they’re not familiar with, such as the Help to Buy and Shared Ownership
schemes. We have prepared this guide to introduce you to these Government
initiatives and to provide an overview of the homebuying process through these
schemes. We hope that you find this information useful, but don’t forget that we
are only a phone call away if you’d like to speak to us directly. You can get straight
through to the friendly team on 0800 378 669.
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service, whether dealing with our members
directly or via mortgage intermediaries.
This is why your call will always get straight
through to a real person and not an
automated phone system.

4 We are committed to helping first-time

buyers and have a long history of supporting
the government’s affordable home
ownership schemes, such as Help to Buy
and Shared Ownership.

4 We are a mutual organisation run for the

benefit of our members, not shareholders.
This means that instead of having to pay
dividends to shareholders, we can offer
great deals to both our mortgage and
savings customers.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT
KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE
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WHAT IS
HELP TO BUY?

T

he Help to Buy scheme was introduced to assist those who are struggling
to raise a deposit to purchase a home. The Government recognised that
with house prices on the rise, people were finding it increasingly difficult to
put money aside, and raising a 10% deposit in an inflated property market
was becoming impossible for many aspiring first-time buyers.
How does it work?
With a standard mortgage, you would put down a deposit (for example, 10%
of the purchase price of a property) and you would borrow the remaining
amount from a mortgage lender. So, on a property worth £200,000, you
would put down a £20,000 deposit and would borrow the remaining
£180,000. This would be known as an 90% Loan-to-Value mortgage as you
would be borrowing 90% of the property’s value.

Your 10% deposit

90% Loan-to-Value
mortgage

£20k

£180k

With Help to Buy, you would only need to raise a 5% deposit and would
receive an equity loan from the Government of up to 20% of the property
value (or 40% in London), giving you a combined deposit of 25%. This means
that the amount you would need to borrow from a mortgage lender would be
considerably less than if you were to purchase via a conventional mortgage,
and it also provides a more achievable deposit for first-time buyers on lower
salaries at the start of their career.

Your 5% deposit

Government’s 20% loan

“Teachers Building Society
enabled us to buy a property
which we might have otherwise
lost.”

Montserrat Wight
Spanish Teacher, London

75% Loan-to-Value
mortgage

£10k
£40k

£150k

Borrowing less would mean that your monthly mortgage repayments would
be lower and therefore more affordable. Generally speaking, the higher
Loan-to-Value the mortgage is (in other words, the amount you’re borrowing
in relation to how much the property costs), the higher your interest rate
would be and the more you would need to pay each month.
Purchasing through Help to Buy would therefore enable you to borrow as
little as 75% of the property’s value from a lender with just a 5% deposit.
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

Can I buy a house with a 5% deposit outside of Help to Buy?
This may vary lender to lender. At Teachers Building Society, we offer 5%
deposit mortgages as standard, and often have fixed and variable rate
options available. However, this would mean that you were borrowing 95% of
the property’s value and would therefore be paying back more each month
than if you borrowed less through the Help to Buy scheme.
What is the interest rate payable on the Government’s loan?
The Help to Buy equity loan is interest-free for the first five years. From the
sixth year onwards, you would pay an interest fee of 1.75% of the amount of
your loan at the time you purchased the property. This amount would then
rise each year by the increase (if any) in the Retail Price Index (RPI), plus 1%.
Would I have to repay the Government loan each month alongside my
mortgage repayments?
As you will begin to pay interest on the Government loan after the first 5
years, you may choose to pay off part of the loan each month alongside your
mortgage repayments around this time, or earlier if you are in a position to
do so. However, you do not have to repay the loan until you come to sell your
home, when your mortgage deal ends or within 25 years of taking out the
equity loan - whichever comes first.
How would it work if I chose to repay the loan when I come to sell?
When you came to sell the property, the Government would reclaim its 20%
stake at the property’s current value. It is therefore worth keeping in mind
that if the value of your property increased considerably, this 20% could
equate to a far greater sum than the amount you were originally loaned.
Equally, if the value of your property has decreased, you may repay less than
you originally borrowed.
Can I buy any house through this scheme?
The Help to Buy scheme is only available for new build properties. All
builders and developers of new build properties are eligible to participate
in the scheme, but you would need to check that the property you want to
purchase is included. Many property websites, such as Rightmove, will allow
you to search specifically for new builds.
What is a new build property?
A new build is a property which has not been occupied since its construction.
What is the maximum purchase price?
The maximum purchase price for a Help to Buy property is £600,000 in
England and £300,000 in Wales.
What size Help to Buy property can I buy?
The scheme itself does not place restrictions on the size of the property
in terms of number of bedrooms etc. so long as it does not exceed the
maximum purchase price.
Is Help to Buy only available to first-time buyers?
No, the Help to Buy scheme is available to existing homeowners as well
as first-time buyers so long as you meet the requirements detailed on the
following page.

Am I eligible?
To be eligible for the Help to Buy scheme, you must:

4
4
4
4

Be able to provide a 5% deposit

4

Meet the basic lending criteria of the mortgage lender

Not own any other property at the time you buy your new home
Find a property worth £600,000 or less (£300,000 or less in Wales)
Have enough savings to cover the other costs associated with a 		
mortgage - these will be detailed by your mortgage advisor

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

Can I rent out a Help to Buy property?
No, the Help to Buy property must be your only residence and you may not
let the property. You also cannot let an existing property in order to purchase
a second home through Help to Buy.
Are there any income requirements?
There are currently no minimum or maximum income requirements to qualify
for the Help to Buy scheme (as at April 2019). However, the 75%
Loan-to-Value mortgage cannot be for an amount greater than 4.5 times your
household income. So, if your household income is £40,000, you may be able
to borrow a maximum of £180,000 from a mortgage lender alongside the
20% equity loan from the Government.
Will I have to pay stamp duty?
Yes, the Government’s standard rules apply to all Help to Buy purchases.
How much you need to pay, depends on the purchase price of the property
you are looking to buy. For residential purchases, as at May 2017 you pay:
Property or lease premium or transfer value

SDLT rate

Up to £125,000

Zero

The next £125,000 (the portion from £125,001 to £250,000)

2%

The next £675,000 (the portion from £250,001 to £925,000)

5%

The next £575,000 (the portion from £925,001 to £1.5 million)

10%

The remaining amount (the portion above £1.5 million)

12%

So, if you buy a house for £275,000, the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) you
owe is calculated as follows:
0% on the first £125,000 = 0

2% on the next £125,000 = £2,500
5% on the final £25,000 - £1,250
Total SDLT = £3,750

Can I make significant changes to the property?
You would need permission from the Agency before any significant changes
could be made to the property. However, as the scheme is designed to help
aspiring buyers, consent is usually not granted for significant changes.
Can I get an interest only mortgage using Help to Buy?
No, Help to Buy is only available on capital repayment mortgages. This
means that your monthly repayments go towards reducing the overall amount
that you owe, including the interest.
Do I have to pay for repairs and maintenance to my home?
Yes, any repairs or maintenance to your home will be your responsibility.
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

What happens if my partner moves out and no longer wants to be party
to the equity loan agreement?
If you are buying jointly and your circumstances change, the Post Sales
Help to Buy Agent will be able to arrange for a ‘Deed of Release’ which will
release you or your partner from the obligation of having to repay the equity
loan. Your lender would also need to reassess your new situation to ensure

that the mortgage would still be affordable, and an application process may

be involved. Please be aware that there are associated legal costs involved to
remove or add someone from or to the deeds of the property.

“Everything seemed really quick and
efficient, and everyone I spoke to
was so helpful.”

Sarah-Jane Rhead

Maths Teacher, Dorset

What happens if I die after purchasing a Help to Buy property?
If you purchased the property by yourself, your property would be passed on
in the normal way to the named beneficiary in your will. This person would
then be responsible for the equity loan, and could either sell the property or
keep it in their name if they could afford the mortgage and loan repayments.
If you bought the property with somebody else, ownership of the property
would pass to the surviving co-owner who then owns the property in
full, or another named person in your will. We recommend that you seek
independent legal advice if you are purchasing with someone else.
What are the downsides of purchasing through Help to Buy?
Whilst there are many advantages of Help to Buy, it is also worth considering
the possible downsides of purchasing through this scheme before deciding
whether or not it is right for you:

4

Your loan will increase as time goes on: if you are unable to repay
the equity loan within the first five years, you will begin to pay interest
on the amount borrowed. It is therefore worth putting a repayment plan
in place before committing so you are able to get a better idea of how
much the loan is likely to cost you overall.

4

You are limited to new build properties: you will often pay a premium
for a new build property, and not all developers will support the scheme.
You may therefore find that your property options are limited.

4

You may repay more than your original loan: having taken out an
equity loan, the Government will own a set percentage of your property,
meaning it will remain the same even if your property increases in value
significantly. As a result, some borrowers may find that they repay more
than their original loan when they come to sell.

4

You may find it difficult to upsize: most people are able to upsize by
selling their existing property at a profit. However, like a new car, a new
build property often depreciates as soon as it is purchased, meaning it
is more likely for owners to end up in a situation where they owe more
than the value of their property, also known as ‘negative equity’. You
should therefore consider whether the property is able to meet your long
term requirements.

In conclusion, it is important to consider your financial situation and the
long-term consequences of the scheme carefully before making a decision.
Don’t forget, many lenders are able to lend to aspiring homeowners with
just a 5% deposit as standard, so if you are able to afford higher monthly
repayments then it is worth considering the other options available to ensure
that you find the right one for you.
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At Teachers, you will
be given one point
of contact who will
guide you through the
rest of the process.
Your advisor will give
you their email address
and direct line, so you
can contact them
directly if you have
any questions or just
want a bit of
reassurance along
the way.

Step One
Once you’ve decided that you’d like to proceed with the Help to Buy scheme,
you’ll need to give us a call. You’ll get straight through to a member of our
friendly mortgage team who will ask you some initial questions designed to
ensure that you meet our basic lending criteria, and to determine how much
you may be able to borrow so that you have a better idea of the properties
you could afford. Some of the questions you’re likely to be asked are:

4
4
4
4
4
4

Do you have a 5% deposit saved?
How much do you have put aside for fees?
Are you currently renting, and what are your rental payments?
Do you go into credit when you get paid?
Do you have any dependent children?
Do you know of any changes that may affect your income or 		
employment status in the near future?

4
4
4

Do you have any personal loans, car finance or anything else on credit?
Do you have an overdraft limit on your bank account?
Do you have any defaults or County Court Judgements (CCJs)?

These questions usually take about 15 minutes to complete. After this, we will
send you a budget planner to complete and return.

Peter

What happens next?

Mortgage Sales Manager

Once we have received your completed budget planner, we will send you
a Decision in Principle (DIP), also known as an ‘Agreement in Principle’. As
the name suggests, this is a statement provided by the lender to say that
‘in principle’ and based on the information provided, you would be able to
borrow a certain amount. Bear in mind that this is not yet guaranteed, and
this amount may be subject to change.

YOUR HELP TO BUY

APPLICATION

Why would the loan amount change?
This amount is based on the information gathered during your initial phone
call and the figures entered on your budget planner. If additional or conflicting
information surfaces about your income or credit history when your
application progresses, this amount may change. However, providing that the
information you have given is correct and complete, the Decision in Principle
will give you a good indication of what you could borrow when you’re on the
lookout for a Help to Buy property.
Will any of this affect my credit score?

A step-by-step guide to the Help to Buy
and mortgage application process.
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Whilst this may not be the case with all lenders, the Decision in Principle
offered by Teachers Building Society does not affect your credit rating. We do
not perform a credit check on you until you have given us your consent to do
so when you submit your mortgage application form.
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Step Two
You will then need to find your Help to Buy property. Other
than contacting home builders directly (or via websites such
as Rightmove), there are a number of websites you can visit
to find a qualifying property. Here are some useful links:

4

For East and South East England:
www.helptobuyese.org.uk

4

For South West England:
www.helptobuysw.org.uk

4

For South England:
www.helptobuysouth.co.uk

4

For London:
www.helptobuylondon.co.uk

4

For North West England:
www.helptobuynw.org.uk

4

For Yorkshire, Humberside and North East England:
www.helptobuyneyh.co.uk

4

For the Midlands:
www.helptobuymidlands.co.uk

Step Three
Once you have reserved a Help to Buy property, you will
need to contact your local Help to Buy agent to be accepted
onto the scheme. To find out who this is, you can visit
www.helptobuy.gov.uk and search by region. You will then
need to complete an application form and will be contacted
shortly after.

“As a busy primary school
teacher and mum, I
appreciate the speed and
simplicity of it all.”

Dawn Carson
First-Time Buyer

Take a look at the ‘News’ section on our
website for useful articles on some of the
other things worth considering when you’re
looking for your new home.
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Step Four
Once you’ve found a property and have had an offer
accepted, you will need to contact your mortgage advisor
to inform them that you are ready to proceed with your
mortgage application, and instruct a solicitor to handle
the legal work involved in your Help to Buy purchase. You
will also need to complete a Property Information Form
and Reservation Form, detailing your proposed purchase
as well as information regarding your mortgage, deposit
and income. Within 4 working days of receipt, you will be
issued the Authority to Proceed if your agent is happy
with the information you have provided. This will also
include an information pack which will be sent to the
solicitors you have instructed.

Step Five
When you call us to advise that your offer has been
accepted, you will be booked in for a two-part
appointment with your mortgage advisor. The purpose
of the first phone call is to discuss your circumstances
in more detail. You’re likely to know the answer to the
majority of these questions, but you may want to have
some recent payslips and bank statements to hand
(including for your partner, if you’re applying jointly) as it is
important to consider all of your outgoings and your total
net income. Your advisor will also discuss your priorities
with you (for example, whether you need the security of
a fixed rate mortgage, and what the most appropriate
mortgage term would be). This first phone call usually
takes about an hour to complete.
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“The Society was reliable, and this
was great news for me because, at
peak times of the year, your nerves are
already very stretched as a teacher - it
was important to feel confident that my
mortgage was being looked after.”

Lorna Harrat-Jones

Head of Department, Leicestershire

Did you know...
We can lend to supply
teachers, as well as
teachers working on a
fixed term or temporary
contract.

A

fter the call, you will be sent a European Standardised Information Sheet
(ESIS). This document outlines the details of your recommended Help
to Buy mortgage, including how much your monthly payments would be and
any fees applicable to you. It’s important that you have the time to digest this
information, which is why this part of the process is divided into two separate
phone calls.
The second phone call is to explain your ESIS, the application process and
the documents required to support it, answering any questions you may have
and making sure that you fully understand your mortgage and its financial
implications before proceeding. This phone call usually takes about 30-40
minutes to complete.
We understand that, particularly for first-time buyers, the mortgage process
can seem daunting, so if there’s anything you’re not sure about, your advisor
is there to help.
How long do I have to wait between the two calls?
This really depends on your personal preference, but we recommend leaving
at least 24 hours between appointments to ensure that you have enough time
to consider the information.
Step Six
After the second phone call, your advisor will send you an official
recommendation letter and an application pack. You’ll need to complete this
and post it back to us along with any supporting documentation, such as
payslips or bank statements, that we have requested.
Your application will then be underwritten by the Society’s in-house
underwriters to ensure that we are able to lend you the full mortgage amount.
Once our underwriters have confirmed that we are able to lend you the
amount you require, we will proceed with instructing a property valuation.

This usually takes between 3-5 working days from receiving your application.
What does underwriting mean?
The main aim of a mortgage underwriter is to analyse your financial
circumstances and the loan you are applying for in order to determine
whether you will be able to repay your mortgage in the long term. At
Teachers, we underwrite each case manually, and this process is never
automated. This means that a real person will review your financial profile
before reaching a decision and is able to consider your case as a whole.
How long does the underwriting process usually take?
This can vary from case to case and depends on a number of factors, such
as the time it takes for outside sources to provide documentation.
However, unlike many larger lenders, we offer a bespoke underwriting
service, and your mortgage advisor will be able to provide instant updates as
to how your case is progressing.
What if there is a problem with my application?
If there are any issues or queries that arise following receipt of your
application, your mortgage advisor will get in touch with you to discuss the
next steps.
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THE
PROPERTY
VALUATION

T

he purpose of a property valuation is to ensure that your new home will
provide enough security for a mortgage. All mortgage lenders will

require at least a basic valuation to be carried out, and we will instruct this
on your behalf.
How much does it cost?
The cost of the valuation is not fixed and increases in line with the purchase
price of the property. To give you a better idea, a basic valuation on a
property worth between £200,000 and £400,000 would cost between £300
and £400, but your mortgage advisor will give you the exact cost.

“Teachers understood that as an NQT, I
would progress up a pay scale, and they
offered me a mortgage a month before I
started work.”

Richard Willsher
First-Time Buyer

Are there any other types of valuation/survey?
It’s important to bear in mind that a mortgage valuation is for the lender’s
use and does not provide detailed information about the condition of the
property. Whilst it’s not essential to pay for a more detailed survey, you may
want to do so for your own peace of mind. There are other types of survey
that you may be interested in, including:
Homebuyer’s Report: This report is broken down into sections and provides
more information on the condition and value of the property. It will note any
major problems (such as subsidence), but is non-intrusive, meaning that the
surveyor will assess the property without lifting up floor boards or removing
furniture. Like a basic valuation, we can arrange this for you. In terms of cost,
a Homebuyer’s Report for a property worth between £200,000 and £400,000
would cost between £575 and £700 (this is inclusive of a basic valuation fee).
Building Survey: Otherwise known as a ‘Full Structural Survey’, this is a more
intrusive survey and will provide you with the most comprehensive report.
The surveyor will carry out a technical assessment of the property’s current
condition, and will provide you with detailed guidance on future maintenance
as well as any repairs that may be required. As it is the most extensive, a
Building Survey will cost more than other types of report, and you will need
to arrange this independently.
In conclusion, the survey you choose really comes down to how much you’re
prepared to pay, whether you have any concerns about the property and how
much information you feel you need before committing to a purchase. It’s
also worth bearing in mind that even if you do opt for an additional survey,
you will still be required to cover the cost of a basic valuation.

COMPLETION
DAY

O

nce we have received your valuation, we will assess whether the
property is suitable security for a mortgage. If it is, we will prepare

a formal mortgage offer which will be sent to you and your solicitor/
conveyancer. Once contracts have been exchanged, a completion date will
be set and we will release the mortgage funds. Once these funds have been
received, you can collect the keys and move into your new home as soon as
you’re ready.
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What is Shared Ownership?
Like the Help to Buy equity loan, Shared Ownership is another affordable
home ownership scheme designed to assist aspiring buyers who are
struggling to afford a mortgage. This scheme offers buyers the option to
buy between a quarter to three-quarters of a property and pay rent on the
remaining share. You can then buy bigger shares of the property at a later
stage if and when you can afford to do so - this is known as ‘staircasing’.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

This means that you will own part of your home as opposed to 100%, and
you will only need to secure a mortgage on the percentage of the property
you are purchasing. This can be particularly useful for first-time buyers
who may find it difficult to raise a deposit or afford the monthly repayments
associated with a conventional mortgage.
How much rent would I pay?
The exact rental figures can be provided to you when you view a suitable
property, but it is usually set around 3% of the unsold equity. For example, if
you wanted to buy a 50% share in a property worth £250,000, you would pay
rent on the remaining £125,000. 3% of £125,000 would be £3,750 per annum,
or £312.50 per month. Although you would need to pay this on top of your
mortgage repayment, it is significantly less than you would generally pay to
rent privately, and the overall monthly payment is likely to be lower than if you
were to purchase independently of the scheme.

Tom

Who do I pay rent to?
You would pay rent to the housing association that own the property you are
looking to purchase.

Mortgage Advisor

Do all lenders support the Shared Ownership scheme?
No, not all lenders will offer Shared Ownership mortgages. At Teachers, we
have a long history of supporting affordable housing schemes and continue
to offer a specific Shared Ownership mortgage.

SHARED

OWNERSHIP
An explanation of the Shared Ownership
housing scheme.
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How would it work if I wanted to sell my share and move?
You would need to contact your housing association to let them know that
you’re looking to sell your home. You could then sell your home in a number
of ways:

4

Buy 100% of the property before selling. This will make the sale of your
home far more straightforward than if you were to sell owning less than
100% of the value of the property. If you do want to buy the housing
association’s share, you will need to contact them as well as your
mortgage lender. The price you will pay for the association’s share will
depend on how much the property is worth at that point in time, as it
may have increased or decreased since your original purchase. After
buying the remaining share, you can sell your home as you would any
other property.

4

Sell your share of the property: If you choose to do this, you will need
to contact the association a few months before you plan to sell. The
association will usually attempt to sell your property on your behalf and
often charges a small fee for doing so. If they are unable to sell your
property within a set period of time, known as the nomination period

21

(typically around 2 months), the association will allow you
to sell privately or through an estate agent. You will then
need to get your home valued and complete the relevant
paperwork. It is worth noting that the housing association’s
nomination period normally does not begin until they receive
your signed contract of sale.
Can I go straight to selling my home independently?
Unless you own 100% of the property and are therefore no
longer bound by the Shared Ownership rules, the housing
association must be given their nomination period first
in which to sell your property. Whilst this may not suit
homeowners looking to sell quickly, it can be beneficial; in
many areas, there is a waiting list for Shared Ownership
properties, and these buyers are more likely to be approved
by the housing association. If you were to sell through an
agency, the potential buyers would need to complete a
Shared Ownership application form and would only be able
to proceed with the purchase if they were accepted onto
the scheme.
Am I eligible?
You may be able to purchase a home through Shared
Ownership if:

4

Your household earns £80,000 a year or less (or
£90,000 in London).

4

You are a first time buyer or you used to own a home
but now cannot afford to buy one.

4

You meet the lending requirements of the mortgage
lender.

“Don’t change, and thank you.”

Cathy Parker
Dorset

We have a long history of supporting Shared
Ownership, and often have a specific Shared
Ownership mortgage product available.
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How do I find a Shared Ownership property?
You can find a Shared Ownership property on websites
such as Rightmove and specific Help to Buy: Shared
Ownership websites. You can also contact your local
housing association who will be able to tell you what is
on offer at that moment in time.
What will I need to pay?
All Shared Ownership properties are leasehold, and
you will be responsible for all repairs and improvements
to your home. You will also need to pay a maintenance
and service charge, as you would with any leasehold
property. There are also several costs associated with
a mortgage, and your mortgage advisor will be able to
detail those payable by you.

What are the disadvantages of Shared Ownership?
Whilst there are many advantages of Shared Ownership,
it is also worth considering the possible downsides of
purchasing through this scheme before deciding whether
or not it is right for you:

4

You may find that your property options are 		
limited: you will need to buy where there are shared
ownership properties available. This may therefore
limit your choices.

4

Fees and charges: as well as your monthly 		
mortgage and rental payments, you will need to set
money aside to cover the fees associated with a
shared ownership property. You will need to confirm
these costs with your housing association. You will

23

“Faced with divorce, university fees
for two bright sons and a property
move, I needed help. Enter
Teachers Building Society!”

HOT CHOCOLATE

“I LIKE REALITY THAT TASTES LIKE CHOCOLATE”

Jan Harrison

Retired teacher, Southampton

Did you know...
We can lend to Newly
Qualified Teachers who
have secured their first
teaching post, and we
can even release the
mortgage funds up to 2
months before your first
day in the classroom.

also need to consider the running costs of the property, including bills,
council tax, insurance and repairs. Regardless of how much of the
property you own, you will still be solely responsible for these costs.

4

You may find it difficult to buy more shares: if you are on a low
income, it may take a long time to save up enough to buy additional
shares. Moreover, your property will need to be valued each time 		
you want to buy an additional share, and the cost of the valuation is your
responsibility. If the value of your property has risen significantly by the
time you choose to buy an additional share, you could end up paying
more than the original share you purchased. Equally, if property prices
fall, you could pay less than your original share.

Will the rent I pay on Shared Ownership property change?
The rent that you pay to the housing association will be reviewed usually on
an annual basis and will increase in line with any increase in the Retail Price
Index (RPI) plus a set percentage. You will therefore need to review the terms
and conditions of your Shared Ownership purchase carefully.
Are there any priorities given for Shared Ownership properties?
You are likely to get priority for Shared Ownership housing if you work for the
Ministry of Defence, or fall into another locally defined priority group. Even
if you don’t fall under one of these categories, if you qualify for the scheme
you will be put on a waiting list and will be notified when a property becomes
available. The amount of time you are on the waiting list before a property
becomes available will depend on a number of factors, including the area in
which you are purchasing.
Can I decorate a Shared Ownership property?
Yes, you would be free to decorate your home without getting consent from
the housing association.
Can I let the property?
The Shared Ownership scheme is designed to assist aspiring buyers who
cannot afford to buy a property on the open market, and therefore letting the
property is usually prohibited. However, this may be allowed if you buy 100%
of the property depending on your leasehold agreement.
What is the difference between Shared Ownership and Help to Buy?
Help to Buy is the umbrella term for several affordable housing schemes
which include Shared Ownership and the Help to Buy Equity Loan, otherwise
known as Shared Equity. There are, however, differences between how these
options work.
With Shared Ownership, you only have to buy a share of the property,
between 25% and 75%. The percentage you have not purchased is owned
by a housing association, to whom you pay a rent. You are also likely to need
a mortgage to help you purchase your initial share, and these payments are
made each month alongside your rental payments. With Help to Buy, you
legally own 100% of the property and receive an equity loan that is secured
against the property in order to help you purchase it. This is known as
‘shared equity’, and there have been various shared equity schemes available
over the years.
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HOW IT
WORKS

Step One
The first thing you will need to do is find your local Help to Buy agent. You can find
who this is by visiting www.helptobuy.gov.uk/shared-ownership and selecting the
area of your choice. To determine whether you are eligible for the Shared Ownership
scheme, you will then need to complete and return the relevant application form.
Step Two
You will need to contact your mortgage lender to check that you meet their basic
lending requirements and that you are able to borrow the amount you need in order
to buy your first share of the property. For a list of some of the questions you may
be asked during this initial phone call, please refer to page 13.
Step Three
Once your Shared Ownership application has been accepted, you can begin
searching for suitable properties, register your interest and book viewings. Suitable
properties are often listen on the official Help to Buy websites, as well as websites
such as Rightmove. After choosing a property, you will usually need to pay a
reservation fee, and this fee will vary depending on the housing provider.

“I felt it was a personal arrangement
and the staff were all extremely
helpful, and so pleasant. The older
you get, you tend to have a little
less trust, so to have that trust in the
Society was fantastic.”

Sheena McKerrell

Retired Teacher, West Yorkshire

Step Four
Once you’ve found a property, you will need to contact your mortgage advisor to
inform them that you are ready to proceed with your mortgage application. You will
also need to appoint a solicitor to handle the legal paperwork involved in the house
purchase. It is at this stage you will be booked in for a two-part appointment with
your mortgage advisor.
Step Five
The purpose of the first phone call is to discuss your circumstances in more detail.
You’re likely to know the answer to the majority of these questions, but you may
want to have some recent payslips and bank statements to hand (including for your
partner, if you’re applying jointly) as it is important to consider all of your outgoings
and total net income. Your advisor will also discuss your priorities with you (for
example, whether you’d prefer a fixed or variable rate, and how long you’d like the
term of the mortgage to be over). This first phone call usually takes about an hour.
After the call, you will be sent a European Standardised Information Sheet (ESIS).
This document outlines the details of your recommended Shared Ownership
mortgage product, including how much your monthly payments would be and
any fees applicable to you. It’s important that you have the time to digest this
information, which is why this part of the process is divided into two separate phone
calls.
The second phone call is to run through your ESIS, the application process and
the documents required to support it, answering any questions you may have and
making sure that you fully understand the product and its financial implications
before proceeding. This phone call usually takes about 30-40 minutes to complete.
Step Six
After the second phone call, your advisor will send you an official recommendation
letter and application pack. You’ll need to complete this and post it back to us along
with any supporting documentation, such as payslips or bank statements, that we
have requested. Your application will then be underwritten by the Society’s in-house
underwriters to ensure that we are able to lend you the full mortgage amount.
Once our underwriters have confirmed that we are able to lend you the amount you
require, we will proceed with instructing a property valuation. This usually takes
between 3-5 working days from receiving your application.
For more details on the mortgage valuation, please see page 18.
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Annual Percentage Rate of Charge (APRC)
The annual cost of your mortgage, including interest, one-off fees and
ongoing costs.

Freehold
A freehold tenure means that you own not only the property, but the land on
which it stands.

Arrangement fee
A fee sometimes charged by your mortgage provider for arranging your
loan. This is sometimes referred to as a completion fee, and you can usually
choose between paying it upfront or adding it onto the mortgage loan.

Leasehold
As a leaseholder, you own the property but not the land on which it stands.
You should find out how long is left on the lease before purchasing as once
the lease expires, the ownership of the home reverts to the owner of the land
- the freeholder.

Authority to Proceed
This is the letter you will receive confirming you are eligible for Help to Buy
and can proceed to purchase. This letter provides a financial breakdown of
the terms of sale.
Early Repayment Charge (ERC)
A charge you may have to cover if you repay all (or part) of your mortgage
early. This includes if you were to move to a different product or lender.
Completion
The point at which the property you are purchasing becomes yours in legal
terms.
Conveyancing
When you are buying or selling a property, the legal process required to
administer the transfer of property title from the vendor (existing property
owner) to the new buyer is called conveyancing.
Credit search
A credit search is when a mortgage provider carries out a search on your
name and address with a credit reference agency to help them understand
more about your credit history. Each time a search is performed, it is noted
on your credit record to let other organisations know that information about
you has been requested.
Unlike many other lenders, we do not use credit scoring and only perform
a credit search on you after you have given us your signed authorisation on
your mortgage application form.
Deposit
The amount you can put down towards a property as a percentage of its
total value. For example, if you had £20,000 to put towards a property worth
£200,000, your deposit would be 10%.
Equity
The difference between the value of your property and the total amount of
mortgage secured against it.
First Charge
A legal charge used to secure the main mortgage. A lender with a first legal
charge over a property has a first call on any funds available from the sale
of the property. In other words, if your property were to be repossessed, a
lender with a first charge over the property would get their money back first.
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Loan-to-Value (LTV)
The amount of money you borrow as a percentage of your home’s value.
For example, if your home cost £200,000 and you had a £20,000 deposit,
the loan-to-value would be 90% as you would be borrowing 90% of the
property’s value.
Title deed
Paper documents showing the chain of ownership for land and property.
This also details boundaries and rights of way.
Mortgage term
The length of time over which a mortgage is repaid.
New build
A property that has not been occupied since its construction.
Overpayments
When more than the normal, agreed monthly payments are made.
Overpayments allow the borrower to repay their mortgage early.
Redemption
To pay off the outstanding balance of the mortgage in full.
Repossession
A term used to denote a financial institution taking back an object or property
that was either used as collateral, rented or leased. The process involves a
lender taking possession of a property used as security against a mortgage
as a result of the borrower defaulting on their mortgage payments.
Second Charge
A legal charge put on a property in favour of a lender. When the property gets
sold, the First Charge (the mortgage), will be cleared in full before the Second
Charge receives any money. The Second Charge would then receive funds
from the sale.
Staircasing
The term used for buying more shares in your shared ownership home.
Mortgage deed
The legal document by which the lender secures the loan against the
borrower’s property.
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CONTACT US
If you have any questions about getting a
Shared Ownership or Help to Buy mortgage,
our friendly mortgage team are there to help.
You can get straight through on:

0800 378 669
Alternatively, you can visit teachersbs.co.uk
to request a call back.

KEEP UP TO DATE
We’re very active on social media and
frequently post handy guides, articles and
news on homebuying as well as teaching
and education. We also run competitions via
social media to win anything from an iPad to
resources for your school.
Follow us:
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